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 Add Car Veto. Campo. Condicionado. Fecha de Caducidad. Gen. Cargo X-Plane 11 supports the addition of classic vehicle
parts to your X-Plane 11 aircraft with the addon 'Globall'. This addon installs the classic vehicle parts into the flight config

without the need to edit the FDM files. You are given two choices for installing vehicle parts. The first choice is to install the
vehicle parts directly into the aircraft. This makes installation easy and as a bonus the vehicle parts are easily removable should
the parts become damaged or unusable. The second choice allows for a custom installation of vehicle parts. This gives a great

deal of control and flexibility to the user. The airport has a choice of 4 landing zone types and support vehicle usage in the
airport. There is a choice between standard, Canadian, International, and Multi-Terminal style layouts. These choices are located

within the custom design tab of the airport configuration. You can choose what is installed based on these layouts by selecting
an X-Plane 11 aircraft configuration file from the choices in the custom design tab. There is also an option to make the vehicle
list viewable and searchable. This is very useful when browsing through the vehicle list and choosing vehicle parts. The vehicle

list view has a new X-Plane 11 design and provides a location to change the user preferences of the driver. The user preferences
allow for automatic insertion of the vehicle list into the aircraft when the aircraft is created and also provides options for

checking the vehicle list. These options are: Daily Insertion: If this is checked the vehicle list will automatically be inserted in
the aircraft in the morning and will be checked the next time the aircraft is inserted into X-Plane 11. Insertion after start of day:

If this is checked the vehicle list will automatically be inserted in the aircraft when the start of the day is reached. This allows
for an easy insert of the vehicle list after the aircraft is finished flying. Shift the vehicle list: If this is checked the vehicle list

will be shifted one step to the left when the aircraft is created. This will help to place the vehicle list at the top of the aircraft if
the user prefers it. When this option is selected and the aircraft is created the vehicle list is shifted one step to the left and a

check mark appears in the leftmost box. This check mark indicates that the user has selected the option. New to this update is a
vehicle configuration icon. This allows for the easy selection of the vehicle configuration file within 82157476af
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